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Salaam/Peace to All, 
 
 

here we shall clearly witness an Absolutely EXCELLENT Miracle                   
in "QURAN TESTAMENT,"  and  in "PSALMS-ZABOOR," 
in such an exactly Same/Similar manner therein,  
 
and thereby we shall clearly, perfectly and unmistakably Understand that  
 

the One and Only GOD  Whose "Name" is:  
 

in Arabic:  "HUWA  ALLAH"    =    in Hebrew:  "YAHUWAH  ELOAH" 
 

           (="HE --IS-- GOD")   =              (="HE --IS-- GOD")       
 

this One and Only GOD has Sent-Down "QURAN TESTAMENT" and "PSALMS-ZABOOR"   
for the Eternal Salvation and Everlasting Benefits of all Peoples of the World,  
for/in this Final Age now! 

 

============ 

7-  SAYINGS of HE (are) SAYINGS (that are) Pure;                      

          as Silver  

due to/on the “Left” side           due to/on the “Right” side  

          "Purified,"          Clear to the World,                 "Refined,"  

                

               "Seven-Fold!"                      
.               (=in Hebrew: "Shiv'atayim")    

 

PSALMS/ZABOOR   Chapter No. "12,"   Verse No. “7”     

============ 

 

============                         
87-  And certainly, We have given you  

               "Seven"                    
     (=in Arabic: "Sab'an")  

due to/on the “Left” side           due to/on the “Right” side  
 



                as/of "Pairs;"                 

     

and (thus) the Great QURAN (=READING)! 
 

QURAN TESTAMENT   Chapter No. "15,"   Verse No. “87”     

============ 

 

So due to the Fact that this most special Number: "Seven"                    
(=in Hebrew: "Shiv'a"  &  =in Arabic: "Sab'a")                       

have thus been mentioned, in Essence, in such an exact Same/Similar context,                
in these most Specific Two Chapters above:  
 

=in  PSALMS/ZABOOR   Chapter No. "12," 

and 

=in  QURAN TESTAMENT   Chapter No. "15," 

 

so we shall clearly See                         

the "Name" of our LORD                         

=i.e.  in Hebrew:  "YAHUWAH (=HE)"    =    in Arabic:  "HUWA/HU (=HE)"       
 

First of All, therein, thus: 

 

   “PSALMS/ZABOOR” 

                  Chapter No. "12" 
 

      הֹוִׁשיָעה   ְיֹהָוה  ִּכי    ָגַמר    ָחִסיד    ִּכי    ַפּסּו    ֱאמּוִנים    ִמְּבֵני    ָאָדם   -2)

            ַיְכֵרת    ְיֹהָוה    ָּכל    ִׂשְפֵתי    ֲחָלקֹות    ָלׁשֹון    ְמַדֶּבֶרת    ְּגֹדלֹות   -4)

                        ִמֹּׁשד    ֲעִנִּיים    ֵמֶאְנַקת    ֶאְביֹוִנים    ַעָּתה    ָאקּום    יֹאַמר   ְיֹהָוה   ָאִׁשית    ְּבֵיַׁשע    ָיִפיחַ     לֹו   -6)

     ִאֲמרֹות    ְיֹהָוה   ֲאָמרֹות    ְטֹהרֹות    ֶּכֶסף    ָצרּוף    ַּבֲעִליל    ָלָאֶרץ    ְמֻזָּקק    ִׁשְבָעָתִים   -7)

     וְ ַאָּתה    ְיֹהָוה    ִּתְׁשְמֵרם    ִּתְּצֶרּנּו    ִמן    ַהּדֹור    זּו    ְלעֹוָלם   -8)

 

=============== 

*Please, absolutely note that                         
in Verse No. 8 above, it is Rightfully written as:                        

"And YOU, O YAHUWAH (=HE)"  (=וְ ַאָּתה  ְיֹהָוה)                     

exactly as in many other Verses in "PSALMS-ZABOOR" again here: 3/4  &  41/11  &  59/9  &  ………)                 
=============== 



 

 

 “QURAN TESTAMENT” 

                  Chapter No. "15" 
 

نَ  ى قِ  زِ  رَ  بِ      هُ  لَ      مْ  تُ  سْ  لَ      نْ  مَ  وَ      شَ  ىِ  عَ  مَ      ا هَ  ى فِ      مْ  كُ  لَ      ا نَ  لْ  عَ  جَ  وَ     -20)     

مٌ  ى لِ  عَ      مٌ  ى كِ  حَ      هُ  نَّ  إِ      مْ  هُ  رُ  شُ  حْ  ىَ      وَ  هُ     كَ  بَّ  رَ      نَّ  إِ  وَ     -25)     

مٌ  ى لِ  عَ      مٌ  ى كِ  حَ      هُ  نَّ  إِ      مْ  هُ  رُ  شُ  حْ  ىَ      وَ  هُ      كَ  بَّ  رَ      نَّ  إِ  وَ     -25)     

مُ  ى لِ  عَ  لْ  اَ      قُ  لَّ  خَ  لْ  اَ      وَ  هُ   كَ  بَّ  رَ      نَّ  إِ     -86)      

 
=============== 

*Please, absolutely note that in this first Verse above: 

*******                           
20-  And We have made for you therein (means of) livelihood,                     

and (also for) all those that you are not (Required to be)  on behalf of HIM  (= ُلَ  ه )  providers.                 

******* 

because it has already clearly been Emphasized in this other Verse here: 
 

*******                           

6-  And there is not any crawling-creature on Earth, except that  on AL-LAH  is  its provision; ………. (11/6)               
******* 

thus we clearly see that this specifically -Singular- Pronoun  (HIM   =    ُلَ  ه )  therein above                   

perfectly and unmistakably refer to our LORD AL-LAH above, in this most specific Context therein,                 
in the very first place.     

=============== 

 

 

So now let us clearly and unmistakably Witness here                    
these  "Most AWESOME"  &  "Most WONDROUS"  MIRACLES,                   

--in such an exactly Same/Similar manner--                      

in this most specific Respect above, now here thus:    

 

     “PSALMS-ZABOOR” 
 



"YAHUWAH (=HE)"                  
        is                        
.          mentioned                               
        Above                       
                     .                           
           in   
 

Verse     Verse     Verse     Verse     Verse       Chapter                                                                            

  2        4        6      07       8        12 

  >      >      >     >      >            ^ 
         

                                      ================== 

                              And                                            
.                  ================== 

 

 

   “QURAN TESTAMENT” 
 

"HUWA/HU (=HE)"                  
       is                        
.         mentioned                               
       Above                       
                                
.              in   
 

Verse        Verse        Verse        Verse            Chapter                                                                            

 20         25       025       86            15 

          >       >       >       >           ^     

= x …                                         = x … 

 

=============== 

*Please, absolutely note that                         
due to the Fact that the number "Seven" (=in Hebrew: "Shiv'a") is thus exclusively Mentioned therein                 

in “PSALMS-ZABOOR”  in Verse No. 7 above,                       

so we have thus placed it exclusively in this specific manner therein as (=07), in the first place, above,                

--(*we can legitimately and perfectly do this because two-digit Verse Numbers clearly exist in the whole “PSALMS-ZABOOR”)--             

and then we have proceeded with exact similar/same principle for/in “QURAN TESTAMENT”  at the same place (=i.e. just before             

the very last Verse therein) for Verse No. 25 above,                      

and we have thus placed it exclusively in this specific manner therein again as (=025);                 

--(*we can legitimately and perfectly do this because three-digit Verse Numbers clearly exist in the whole “QURAN TESTAMENT”)--                             



 

and thereafter, finally, we should absolutely Witness                       
this Excellent Phenomenon here:                   

(=0 + 7  =     "7")  --for/in that first Case above                     

(=i.e. specifically due to that  "Seven"  =in Hebrew:  "Shiv'a"                      

in “PSALMS-ZABOOR” therein: 12/7);                       

And                             
 

(=0 + 2 + 5  =     "7")  --for/in that final Case above                     

(=i.e. specifically due to that  "Seven"  =in Arabic:  "Sab'a"                      

in “QURAN TESTAMENT” therein: 15/87); 

by this Most Wise and Perfect  Creation Design  of our LORD AL-LAH,  

from the very Beginning, here:                

QURAN TESTAMENT  (15/87  =  26/196)  =  (72/28  =  78/29  =  74/30-31)               
=============== 

 

 

Secondly, now let us clearly and unmistakably Witness here                    
in this  "Most AWESOME"  &  "Most WONDROUS"  Perfect Manner,                   

--in such an exactly Same/Similar manner-- here Again,                    

in this most specific Respect above, now here thus:    

    

     “PSALMS-ZABOOR” 
 

"YAHUWAH (=HE)"                  
        is                        
.          mentioned                                     
.    in the above Verses                     
.   therein Exactly thus:  

 

 ְיֹהָוה   ְיֹהָוה   ְיֹהָוה   ְיֹהָוה   ְיֹהָוה
 

 Letters         Letters         Letters          Letters         Letters            Chapter                                                                            

                   04           4             4           04           04            12 

  >             >             >         >              >                 ^ 
 

                  ================== 

                              And                                            
.                 ================== 

 

 

   “QURAN TESTAMENT” 
 



"HUWA/HU (=HE)"                  
       is                        
.         mentioned                              
.   in the above Verses                     
.   therein Exactly thus: 

    

هُ  لَ     وَ  هُ      هُ  نَّ  إِ      وَ  هُ       
Letters               Letters               Letters                 Letters                 Chapter                                                                                                                      

 02                        2                  03                 02                   15 

    >            >            >            >                 ^  

    

= x …                                   = x … 

 
=============== 

*Please, absolutely note that                         
the very first and the very last Numbers above                       
have thus Rightfully been placed in this specific manner:  

(=04 … 04)  in “PSALMS-ZABOOR”,  --(in that first Case above),                   

And                             

(=02 … 02)  in “QURAN TESTAMENT”,  --(in that final Case above),                  

in such a perfectly parallel and absolutely Complementary manner, also in this Respect, above,                 
in the first place;                     

and then these most special Numbers --(i.e. just before the very last Verses, for/in both Cases, here Again)--               
above:                        

(=04) 

(=03) 

together thus Clearly and Perfectly gives us, here Again:  (=04 + 03  =     "7")                 

=============== 

 

 

Thirdly, now let us clearly and unmistakably Witness here                    
in this  "Most AWESOME"  &  "Most WONDROUS"  Perfect Manner,                   

--in such an exactly Same/Similar manner-- here Again,                    

in this most specific Respect above, now here thus:    



    

     “PSALMS-ZABOOR” 
 

"YAHUWAH (=HE)"                  
        is                        
.          mentioned                                     
.  in those above Verses                           
.that  in Total  consists of  

 

 ְיֹהָוה   ְיֹהָוה   ְיֹהָוה   ְיֹהָוה   ְיֹהָוה
 

 Letters         Letters         Letters          Letters         Letters            Chapter                                                                            

                 037         33          49         045        031          12                    
.      in total          in total         in total          in total          in total     

  >             >                   >         >              >                 ^ 
 

                  ================== 

                              And                                            
.                 ================== 

 

 

   “QURAN TESTAMENT” 
 

"HUWA/HU (=HE)"                  
       is                        
.         mentioned                     
.  in those above Verses                             
.that  in Total  consists of                              

    

هُ  لَ     وَ  هُ      هُ  نَّ  إِ      وَ  هُ       
Letters               Letters               Letters                 Letters                 Chapter                                                                                                                                                 

032                    25               025               018                 15                                                           

.             in total              in total                in total                 in total                                 

    >            >            >             >                ^  

    



= x …                                    = x … 

 
=============== 

*Please, absolutely note that                         
the very first and the very last Numbers above                       
have thus Rightfully been placed in this specific manner:  

(=037  …  031)  in “PSALMS-ZABOOR”,  --(in that first Case above),                   

And                             

(=032  …  018)  in “QURAN TESTAMENT”,  --(in that final Case above),                  

in such a perfectly parallel and absolutely Complementary manner, also in this Respect, above, here Again,               
in the first place;                     

and then these most special Numbers --(i.e. just before the very last Verses, for/in both Cases, here Again)--                
above:                        

(=045) 

(=025) 

together thus Clearly and Perfectly gives us, here Again:  (=045 + 025  =     "70")                 

=============== 

 

 

Finally, now let us clearly and unmistakably Witness here                    
in this  "Most AWESOME"  &  "Most WONDROUS"  Perfect Manner,                   

--in such an exactly Same/Similar manner-- here Again,                    

in this most specific Respect above, now here thus:    

    

     “PSALMS-ZABOOR” 
 

     "YAHUWAH (=HE)"                  
   .           is                        
.      .         mentioned   

                                    .                 
.         in all of these                           
.    three Cases above:   

 

     Verse            Verse          Verse            Verse           Verse             Chapter                                                                            

           2            4            6           07           8            12 
 

    +           +              +              +              +                 +  

                        



Letters         Letters         Letters          Letters         Letters            Chapter                                                                            

                   04           4             4           04          04           12 
 

    +           +              +              +              +                  +  

 

 

 Letters         Letters         Letters          Letters         Letters            Chapter                                                                            

                 037         33          49         045        031          12                          
.      in total          in total         in total          in total          in total       
              

  V  V      V            V        V               V  

 

TOTAL            TOTAL          TOTAL           TOTAL          TOTAL              TOTAL                                                                            

 043          41          59         056         43            36     

 >              >              >          >             >                ^ 
 

                  ================== 

                              And                                            
.                 ================== 

    
 

   “QURAN TESTAMENT” 
 

     "HUWA/HU (=HE)"                  
    .          is                        
.      .         mentioned   

                                    .                 
.         in all of these                          
.    three Cases above:   

 

     Verse                Verse                Verse                Verse                    Chapter                                                                            

          20               25            025            86                15 
 

    +               +                  +                  +                      +  

 

                             

Letters              Letters              Letters               Letters                  Chapter                                                                            

                   02               2               03              02               15 
 

    +               +                  +                   +                      +   

         
 

Letters              Letters              Letters               Letters                  Chapter                                                                            



                032             25            025            018              15     .                     
.      in total              in total              in total                in total           
                 

  V     V            V             V                V  

 

TOTAL               TOTAL                TOTAL                 TOTAL                     TOTAL                                                                            

   54             52             053             0106                   45     

 >                 >                     >            >                     ^    

   

= x …                                          = x … 

 
=============== 

*Please, absolutely note that the very first Number above                     
has thus Rightfully been placed in this specific manner:  

(=043  …  )  in “PSALMS-ZABOOR”,  --(in that first Case above),                   

And                             

the very last Number above                         
has thus Rightfully been placed in this specific manner:                     

(=  …  0106)  in “QURAN TESTAMENT”,  --(in that final Case above),                   

--(in converse manner)-- in such a perfectly parallel and absolutely Complementary manner, also in this Respect, above, here Again,            
in the first place;                      

thereafter, finally, we should absolutely Witness                       
this Excellent Phenomenon                         
--(as we have clearly Witnessed it also at the very beginning above)--                     
in such a --(*thus especially with regard to their total number of digits for/in each Case therein)--                
perfectly parallel and absolutely Complementary manner, here Again, finally, thus:                   

(=0 + 4 + 3  =     "7")  --for/in that first Case above                     

(=i.e. specifically due to that  "Seven"  =in Hebrew:  "Shiv'a"                      

in “PSALMS-ZABOOR” therein: 12/7);                       

 

And           

(=0 + 1 + 0 + 6  =    "7")  --for/in that final Case above                    

(=i.e. specifically due to that  "Seven"  =in Arabic:  "Sab'a"                      

in “QURAN TESTAMENT” therein: 15/87);      

 

 



by this Most Wise and Perfect  Creation Design  of our LORD AL-LAH,  

from the very Beginning, Again, here:                

QURAN TESTAMENT  (15/87  =  26/196)  =  (72/28  =  78/29  =  74/30-31)               
=============== 

                 

 

                                                  --continues in the next post-- 

 

 

 

 

So Finally, let us clearly Witness                      
these  Absolutely Most Miraculous QURANIC Verses, 
in this Respect above: 
 

QURAN TESTAMENT  26/"192-197"   =    46/"10-11"  
 
now here thus: 

 

================================ 
 
192-  And certainly, "It"  (=i.e. "QURAN TESTAMENT" with its "19" coded,  
most Superb and matchless "SYMMETRICAL MIRACLES" therein =74/26-30, 31 
as we have clearly and unmistakably Witnessed it  
specifically --due to/on all of  the "Right" sides--  above)  

is a Revelation of the LORD of the Worlds. 
 
193-  The Honest "Spirit" (=i.e. "Gabriel," PbuH =2/97) has brought it down.  
 
194-  Upon your heart, so that you may be of the Warners. 
 
195-  In a clear Arabic tongue. 
 
196-  And certainly, it is --(perfectly Coded also)-- in the "PSALMS" --(in Arabic: "ZUBUR")  
of the previous-congregations (=i.e. thus specifically in the "PSALMS" --(in Arabic: "ZABOOR")  
granted unto Prophet David -PbuH- for/unto Children of Israel and all Believers, Worldwide, 
here =QURAN TESTAMENT 17/55  =  21/105-106).    
 
197-  So is it not a sufficient "Sign" for them that the Knowledgeable of/among Children of Israel  
should absolutely know it --(because it is already thus clearly and unmistakably Witnessed 
specifically --due to/on  all of  the "Left" sides--  above,  
thus Exactly also in "PSALMS-ZABOOR", now,  
in Essence  in such an exact Same/Similar Manner therein above, from the very Beginning,  
for/in this Final Age now!)--   
   
 
                                                         V V V V V V V  
 
 
10-  Say: Do you see, if "It"  (=i.e. "QURAN TESTAMENT" with its "19" coded,  
most Superb and matchless "SYMMETRICAL MIRACLES" therein again =74/26-30, 31 
as we have clearly and unmistakably Witnessed it  
specifically --due to/on all of  the "Right" sides--  again above)   

is from AL-LAH, and you (still) reject it;  
and a witness from the Children of Israel bore-witness to "its Same/Similar" (=in Arabic: "Mithlihi")  
(=i.e. as we have clearly and unmistakably Witnessed it  



specifically --due to/on  all of  the "Left" sides--  again above,   
thus also Exactly in  "PSALMS-ZABOOR"  above)-- and he has believed, while you have (still) turned arrogant?  

(Then) surely, AL-LAH does not guide (such) wicked people --(until when/if they decide to immediately repent  

and return to HIM truthfully here: 3/89  before it may be too late then: 4/17-18).   
 
11-  And (then) those who have rejected said regarding those who have believed:  
 
If "It"  (=i.e. "QURAN TESTAMENT"  and  "PSALMS-ZABOOR"  with their "19" coded,  
most Superb and matchless "SYMMETRICAL MIRACLES" therein above =74/26-30, 31)-- were any Good,  
they would not have preceded us in (recognizing and truly believing in) it!  
 

And as long as they choose-not-to-be-Guided thereby, they will say: "This is an old fabrication!" 
 
 

QURAN TESTAMENT   26/"192-197"  =   46/"10-11" 
 
================================ 

 

 

                     --continues in the next post-- 

 

 

 

 

So Finally, let us clearly Witness here                       
these Absolutely Most Miraculous Verses                      

of this most Special  =Chapter No. "12"   &    =Chapter No. "15"        
 

in  "PSALMS-ZABOOR"    &   in  "QURAN TESTAMENT"   

in this Respect, above, 
 

for the Eternal Salvation and Everlasting Benefits of all truthful Believers  

(from among the Jews, Christians, Arabs, and all the Nations/Peoples of the Earth), Worldwide,  

in this Final Age, now here: 

 

 

************************************************************************************** 

 

"PSALMS-ZABOOR"                                          
.   Chapter No. "12"   

 

1-  For the Leader; on the  "8"-Stringed-Harp (=in Hebrew: "Sheminith")!  —  A Psalm of David.  
 

=======                           

*Please, absolutely note that                         

certainly due to these Most Essential  "8" MIRACLES                     
as we have clearly and unmistakably Witnessed them                      
in this  Most Excellent  SYMMETRICAL  Manner, in perfect succession, above:  



               for/in         for/in                   
  "PSALMS-ZABOOR"     "QURAN TESTAMENT"       

=19x…      =19x…                   .  

=19x…      =19x…                     

=19x…      =19x…                     

=19x…      =19x… 

thus it has Perfectly been Instructed by our LORD unto HIS honorable Servant David (Peace be upon Him)               

to deliver this Most Special Chapter No. "12" of  "PSALMS-ZABOOR" above,                   

Specifically on the  "8"-Stringed-Harp, from the very Beginning, above! 

 

Then please, also absolutely see here: 

A Most-Superb  MIRACLE "19"  of/in  PSALMS-ZABOOR!  (1)                              
http://www.19covenant19.com/cms/images/dosyalarim/Most-Superb%20MIRACLE%20_19_%20of_in%20PSALM-ZABOOR%20now%20here!%20=26_196-197.pdf 

to clearly Witness the Fact that                         
Prophet David (Peace be upon Him) clearly and unmistakably Foretold about "QURAN TESTAMENT"                   

by the Perfect Instruction of our LORD unto him therein again,                    

in this Most Special Chapter No. "118,"  Verses No. "19-26"  in "PSALMS-ZABOOR"                 

from the very Beginning, again, therein!  

=======                                           
  

2-  Save, O HE, for the Pious are gone, for the Faithful have ceased from the children of Human! 

3-  (Because now mostly) Vanity they speak each with his neighbour, (with) Lip of flattery!               
Out of (insincere) heart into (insincere) heart they speak. 

4-  May HE cut off all (such) Lips of flattery, the tongue that speaks boastful-things! 

5-  Who have said: By our tongue we do prevail; (as long as) our lips are with us; who is lord over us?  

6-  "Because of the spoiling of the Poor, because of the groaning of the Needy,                 

now I shall Arise,"  says HE,  "(and) I will Set-in-Safety (whoever) does Strive for it!"   

7-  (For) SAYINGS of HE (are) SAYINGS (that are) Pure; 

                     

              as Silver  

--due to/on the “Left” side above--          --due to/on the “Right” side above--  

                 "Purified,"               Clear to the World,                 "Refined,"  

                

                    "Seven-Fold!"                    
.                   (=in Hebrew: "Shiv'atayim!")    

     

8-  And YOU, O HE,    
 

                           because of                     because of                    
.          their such sincere Belief and Good Deeds            their such sincere Belief and Good Deeds 

--due to/on the “Left” side above--          --due to/on the “Right” side above--  
 

         shall Support them,             shall Preserve us,  

 

from such (crooked & unfaithful) Generation --(now here: Psalms-Zaboor 28/3-4-5)-- forever!              
(=Psalms-Zaboor 28/6-7-8-9) 



 

9-  (Because) the Wicked walk (boastfully) on every side, when Vileness is exalted for/by the children of Human! 

 

PSALMS/ZABOOR   Chapter No. 12,   Verses No. 1-9   

************************************************************************************** 

 

************************************************************************************** 

 
 

"QURAN TESTAMENT"                                         
.       Chapter No. "15"   

 

85-  And We have not created the Heavens and the Earth and what is in between except with/as The Truth.  
And the “Hour” (=i.e. thus also and especially, of this anticipated “ ”  
and those imminent “ ” thereafter, here in this case:  44/10-16  in this Final Age now)--             
is surely Coming; 

so leave --(them, that you may be able to constantly & wholeheartedly Work in the Cause of AL-LAH,  
night and day here; =73/1-10)-- in (such) a nice leaving --(them therein; =73/10).                                   
 

86-  (For) certainly your LORD, HE (Alone) is  
 

                  thus especially          thus especially                  
.            --due to/on the “Left” side above--          --due to/on the “Right” side above--  

“The BEST-CREATOR,”        “The BEST-KNOWER!” 
 
 

87-  For certainly, We have given you  

                         "Seven"                    
                   (=in Arabic: "Sab'an")  

--due to/on the “Left” side above--          --due to/on the “Right” side above--  

                      as/of "Pairs;"                 

          

and (thus) the Great QURAN (=READING)! 
--as we have clearly and unmistakably Witnessed it                     

on our most Superb and matchless "19" coded Tables above,                   

here in this Respect again, for/in this Final Age, therein now! =QURAN TESTAMENT  15/87  =  26/196-197--   
  
                                                                                   

88-  (So), do not turn your eyes towards what We have sustained therewith (such) couples from them (=9/55-57),  
and do not grieve over them (=9/84-87),  
and lower your wing (of kindness & tenderness) for/upon all believers (here: 26/215-220, 227). 
 
89-  And say --(to all Peoples/Nations, Worldwide =13/7 now:   
 

Certainly, I am (such) a clear “Warner” --(here: 34/46 = 44/10-16)! 
(*So please, also absolutely see again Verse No. 85, in this Respect, above, in the first place.)  
        

90-  As We have sent down unto the dividers/allotters (=i.e. those who think that                 

they themselves were to be Entitled to divide/allot the Mercy of AL-LAH here: =43/31-32)! 
 



91-  Those (are the ones) who have declared the "QURAN" (=i.e. that Most Special "READING" above,               
as clearly Emphasized at the very end of Verse No. 87 therein now)-- to be falsehood!   
 

92-  Therefore, by your LORD; We will surely Question them all; 
 
93-  regarding what they are working for (here: 23/63-71  &  41/40-42)! 
 
94-  So --(in perfect “figurative” sense here)-- you shall  
 

--due to/on the “Left” side above--          --due to/on the “Right” side above--     

 

                      “shatter-(their crooked ideologies)-in-two-pieces”                 
   with what you have been Commanded (here: 29/"47"  &  "49");  

 

and turn away from (such) partner-makers (42/21  =  9/31  &  41/37-38  &  ……). 
 

95-  Certainly, We shall Suffice you against the scoffers. 
 

96-  Those (are the ones) who set up with AL-LAH another God (=i.e. Authority to Whom belongs 

"All-Praise" (=in Arabic: "Al-Hamd") and "All-Judgment" (=in Arabic: "Al-Hukm") =28/70  X  9/31  &              
25/43  &  41/37  &  ……..).  
 

So they will come to know --(the Most Fair and Adequate Consequences =40/17, 40                 
of their such hostility, arrogance and ignorance here in this Case now =22/72  &  85/4-10                 
therein: 23/117  =  50/24-26)! 
 

97-  And definitely, We know that your chest is strained by (all) what they say (here: 15/6  &  21/5  &  25/4-5  &  ……). 
 
98-  So you shall  

                   thus especially                       
.    --due to/on the “Left” side above--           

 glorify the Praise of your LORD                               

.         and be of the Prostrators (before HIM)! 
 
 

99-  And you shall (also)  

                              thus especially               
                                                                    --due to/on the “Right” side above--  

        serve your LORD                                   
.         until comes to you the Certainty!                      
 

 

QURAN TESTAMENT  Chapter No. 15,   Verses No. 85-99   

************************************************************************************** 

                     

Remain in Shalom/Peace/Salaam.         

 

 

 

And  he  who  came  with  The TRUTH, 
and  those  who  verified-it-as-TRUE, 
they  are  the Righteous. =39/33, .... 


